Why it is important that the middle corridor becomes an eTIR corridor
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The importance of the Middle Corridor is increasing due to geopolitical situation.
How to increase corridors efficiency?

How to enhance corridors security?

Harmonised tools (TIR/CMR)

Digitalisation
Issuance of TIR Carnets by Associations (2021 – 2022)

- KAZATO: +89%
- AIRCUZ: +22%
- ICCIMA: +1%
TIR - from China to Greece

- Streamlined data exchange
- Real-time shipment visibility
- Reduced number of actors in supply chain
- Transparency for business and for customs
E-CMR Protocol
TIR IT tools for B2B and B2C

- TIR holder
- Association
- Internal systems

- Advance cargo info
- Real Time SafeTIR
All actors connected with eTIR
Next steps

- Promotion of harmonised solutions – TIR/CMR
- Digitalisation of transit and transport documents, notably eTIR
- Cooperation in capacity building and knowledge sharing, with a focus on transport corridor management